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JAPAN NEWS AND DISCUSSION

SENDAI —

Rice grown in Miyagi contains more than double
legal limit of radioactive cesium

NATIONAL JAN. 11, 2013 - 05:30PM JST  ( 30 )

Rice grown in Miyagi Prefecture was found to contain more than double the legal

limit of radioactive cesium, the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries announced

Friday.

The rice, which was grown on a farm in Kurihara last year, was found to contain around 240

becquerels per kilogram of radioactive cesium, over twice the legal limit of 100 becquerels per

kilogram. Fuji TV reported that this is the first time rice grown outside Fukushima Prefecture
has exceeded the legal limit.

The local government has requested farmers growing rice in the same ward as the affected farm
to check each bag for radiation before shipping. It added that it will strive to carry out spot

checks on rice from neighboring prefectures.

In order to quell public fears about rice already shipped from the farm in question, a ministry

spokesperson said that spot checks had, until now, given no cause for alarm.
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Good |  Badbasroil JAN. 11, 2013 - 03:50PM JST

The rice, which was grown on a farm in Kurihara last year, was found to contain around 240 becquerels

per kilogram of radioactive cesium, over twice the legal limit of 100 becquerels per kilogram

Well, considering Japan has radiation limits a tenth of the international recommendations, legal limit is

pointlessly low. And considering Japan consumes around 60kg of rice per person per year, and the

international radiation limits are based on 550kg per person per year, even this "above legal" amount is

about 40 times lower than the lowest level of possible concern for infants or adults. This is just more

propaganda caused by yellow journalism and government regulations not based on international standards.

You can check World Health Organization's recommendations on contaminants here (page 34):

http://www.codexalimentarius.net/download/standards/17/CXS_193e.pdf
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Good |  Badsmithinjapan JAN. 11, 2013 - 03:52PM JST

I bet a lot of this kind of rice has already been shipped and even sold. "Spot checks" don't stop anything,

especially when so many people with vested interests want to turn a blind eye. Was this found by a 'spot

check'?

STOP GROWING THINGS IN THE AFFECTED AREAS ALREADY!
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Good |  Badbasroil JAN. 11, 2013 - 04:03PM JST

Proper use of fertilizers rich in potassium and clean water can reduce the intake of Cs137 by several fold. It's

been shown to be effective with potatoes (even those grown in 1000bq/kg soil have well below legal limit in

final produce), and rice is likely just as effective with the same growing techniques.-11

Good |  Badrickyvee JAN. 11, 2013 - 04:03PM JST

are these farmers just dense, stubborn or crazy? why in the world would they grow rice, or any agricultural

product, in a radiation contaminated area? no one in their right mind is going to buy anything from that

region. they need to give it a rest.4

Good |  Badsoldave JAN. 11, 2013 - 04:08PM JST

I'm guessing the farmers have just been assured they'll be able to relabel their rice as coming from

somewhere else, or mix it with cleaner rice from another area so the average is below the legal limit, and

then sell it.6
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Good |  Badtmarie JAN. 11, 2013 - 04:08PM JST

In order to quell public fears about rice already shipped from the farm in question, a ministry

spokesperson said that spot checks had, until now, given no cause for alarm.

Riiiiight. Japanese people wonder why I refuse to knowingly eat/buy anything from Tohoku (Haha! As if that is

possible with the labelling in this country!). Proven right yet again. Japan, stop screwing around with the

public's health.

What will happen with this? Nothing. Just like nothing happened with the rice, the beef, the fruit... all over the

limit, relabelled.... Own worst enemy.
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Good |  Badtmarie JAN. 11, 2013 - 04:09PM JST

I'm guessing the farmers have just been assured they'll be able to relabel their rice as coming from

somewhere else, or mix it with cleaner rice from another area so the average is below the legal limit,

and then sell it.

Which is exactly what happens to the milk here.
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Good |  BadYubaru JAN. 11, 2013 - 04:10PM JST

In order to quell public fears about rice already shipped from the farm in question, a ministry

spokesperson said that spot checks had, until now, given no cause for alarm.

Quell fears? This makes things even worse. Why suddenly NOW does the radiation exceed national limits?

What is the cause of the sudden rise?

Oh and this IS the government speaking now. Like I understand it's their job to try to sugar coat problems to

keep the sheeples in place, but really how can ANYONE trust them?
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Good |  BadOnniyama JAN. 11, 2013 - 04:29PM JST

basroil. Go ahead and eat it if it will make you happy. I am sure they would be happy to sell it to you a good

price.

8

Good |  Badwhiskeysour JAN. 11, 2013 - 04:42PM JST

I would buy rice from Okinawa..........

Hmmmmmmmm, I wonder is somebody mixing the rice with other prefectures to lower the radiation. I'm just

making a statement.

Eating rice can be hazardous to your health !!!!!!!

I wonder about wheat, barley and other products are effected ?

What about Japanese beer and saki ? Isn't that effected too ?

What about bottled water, milk and etc ?
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Good |  BadThe passage JAN. 11, 2013 - 04:48PM JST

basroil. Go ahead and eat it if it will make you happy. I am sure they would be happy to sell it to you a good

price.

basroil makes a very good point. And if you live in Japan or even eat food from Japan it is highly likely that you

are eating food with elevated levels of radiation. The point is, that it is doing you no real harm, and the

volume you'd have to eat in order to raise the chance of contracting cancer just 5% are enormous. The

volume needed is so big that you would die of overeating first. Try and relax a little, as the elevated level got

spotted, and is being dealt with (even though at this level you could argue it doesn't need to be "dealt with".

But makes a good headline huh?

-3

Good |  BadGW JAN. 11, 2013 - 04:53PM JST

The lies get bigger & more widespread over time.........wtf!

If places outside of Fukushima are showing higher levels of radiation I really wonder just how much

radiation has not only fallen on crops/oceans BUT on the people of Tohoku! AND south of Tohoku, my gut

says we all have been hit with a #$@% load more radiation than we know

This is one of those times I wish I had fled these isles, I dread hearing about the sicknesses that will likely

crop up in kids affected........................
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Good |  BadYubaru JAN. 11, 2013 - 04:58PM JST

I would buy rice from Okinawa..........

Hey don't knock it, shimagome is pretty darn good! Lol! Unfortunately there isn't enough to "share" even

down here.0

Good |  BadDisillusioned JAN. 11, 2013 - 05:07PM JST

Yeah, so........ the Japanese government's safety zone and estimates of the spread of radiation have once

again been proven to be bogus propaganda! Mind you, this is nearly two years after the event, which means

last year's radioactive crop has already been consumed. It also means that any area between Kurihara and

Fukushima dai-ichi and within the same radius has been exposed to large amounts of radiation. Nice work

Japanese Government! Your cover-up is slowly being exposed!
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Good |  BadCrazedinjapan JAN. 11, 2013 - 05:17PM JST

Here's a good one, honestly the people spouting off about it being overinflated propaganda will be the first to

reach for the other rice brand saying "grown in a safe zone"

If you know where it's from it won't sit well with your conscience and you'll pass on it. Propaganda it may be

but the people can't say they weren't notified about the levels.

2

Good |  Badbasroil JAN. 11, 2013 - 05:22PM JST

The passageJan. 11, 2013 - 04:48PM JST

The point is, that it is doing you no real harm, and the volume you'd have to eat in order to raise the chance

of contracting cancer just 5% are enormous. The volume needed is so big that you would die of overeating

first.

Yup. 550kg of 1000bq/kg rice is about 0.7mSv. That means about 3250kg of rice per 1mSv. 100mSv

represents 0.5% chance in cancer (100mSv per year technically, but let's leave it at one time dose) so 5%

ends up being 3250000 kg of rice, or about 50000 year's worth of rice.
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Good |  BadAh_so JAN. 11, 2013 - 05:28PM JST

I'm guessing the farmers have just been assured they'll be able to relabel their rice as coming from

somewhere else, or mix it with cleaner rice from another area so the average is below the legal limit, and

then sell it.

That actually seems like a good idea.

The current "safe" and level in Japan is 100 becquerels per kilogram. By contrast, the maximum level agreed

within the EU is 600.

So which is "safe"? Well, a banana NATURALLY has 130 bq/kg. Brazil nuts have over 200 bq/kg.

I cannot see anything dangerous about this rice if it is at the level stated. If you there are concerns, it sounds

sensible to dilute it with rice from other areas, as you cycnically suggest.
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Good |  Badbasroil JAN. 11, 2013 - 05:36PM JST

whiskeysourJan. 11, 2013 - 04:42PM JST

Eating rice can be hazardous to your health !!!!!!!

It can be, but for entirely different reasons. Did you know the level of arsenic and cadmium in Japanese rice

is higher than the international recommendations, based on human consumption patterns? Those two are,

like Cs137, toxic and carcinogenic. People always jump on one bad thing and forget the other dozen that are

just as bad and perhaps worse.
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Good |  Badbasroil JAN. 11, 2013 - 06:12PM JST

rickyveeJan. 11, 2013 - 04:03PM JST

are these farmers just dense, stubborn or crazy? why in the world would they grow rice, or any agricultural

product, in a radiation contaminated area? no one in their right mind is going to buy anything from that

region. they need to give it a rest.

All of Japan, and entire northern hemisphere for that matter, has been contaminated by Cs137since the

1940s (and much more so by 1980). When it comes to "radiation contamination", you have that since the

beginning of time. That is why rules exist not on "contaminated or not" basis, rather on how much is present

per unit material. All rice everywhere in the world is contaminated with Cs137, so it doesn't matter where the

rice is from, it's all "contaminated", and has been since the 1940s.

-4

Good |  Badzichi JAN. 11, 2013 - 06:13PM JST

"Don't grow rice in contaminated areas"

Well, how much does the gov't/local gov't know about which areas are contaminated? In Fukushima, at least

in the East part, all rice is being tested but this rice was grown in Miyagi, so which parts of Miyagi are

contaminated? Other areas too, like Gunma received high levels of radiation following the 3/11 nuclear

disaster, also parts of Iwate. Are radiation levels in previously contaminated areas still being updated?

In 2011/2012, contaminated tea and mushrooms were found in Shizuoka and Ibaraki.

While some say the contamination of this rice is below EU/International standards, its above the Japanese

ones. The rice was measured before going to market but its up to the farmers to destroy it.

There are various radiation maps like the ones from Professor Yukio Hayakawa or Safecast but they aren't

useful when it comes to buying food, Food grown in Miyagi will be labelled "grown in Miyagi" but not all parts

of Miyagi, just like in Fukushima, were contaminated.

Kurihara is quite far north, and further away from the Fukushima atomic plant than Sandai and other areas of

Miyagi. Its the furthest north town in Miyagi.

4

Good |  BadCricky JAN. 11, 2013 - 06:18PM JST

It's grown in an area known to be above (++) average in man made isotopes produced in an artificial

environment. The safety limit is to be taken as the same as mmmm, sorry about the lack of emergency

accommodation? Sorry about the pathetic clean up? Sorry about the incident itself. Sorry about the building

materials, sorry about the radiation miss readings, sorry about the workers, sorry about fishing, sorry about

the food mislabeling, sorry about YOUR understanding
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the food mislabeling, sorry about YOUR understanding

Good |  BadCricky JAN. 11, 2013 - 06:22PM JST

Sorry about the extra tax required, sorry about the on going costs to the economy, sorry about the cancer

confusion, sorry about organized crime benefiting, sorry about jobs for the boys, sorry about not really being

interested in people's long term welfare, sorry about the lax checks, sorry about lying to survivors and

displaced, guess that insurance and international money got lost, sorry about that too.
2

Good |  Badzichi JAN. 11, 2013 - 06:52PM JST

It is the first time that radioactive cesium above the limit has been detected in rice grown outside

Fukushima Prefecture. The farm produced the rice for personal consumption, it was not distributed to the

market, the officials said. http://jen.jiji.com/jc/eng?g=eco&k=2013011000693

Most of the rice growing area in Miyagi was destroyed by the tsunami. What rice is being grown there is

probably for personal use, or sold within Miyagi Prefecture. As of March 2011, the prefecture produced 4.7%

of Japan's rice. http://www.nhk.or.jp/japan311/voices-b-rice.html

Miyagi is known for producing high grade sake but the industry was badly damaged by the tsunami.

According to previous gov't reports, about 400 sq km of Miyagi was contaminated. Miyagi is about 7,300 sq

km.
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Good |  BadYongYang JAN. 11, 2013 - 07:07PM JST

Told you. If they lie about how the event unfolded, about what happened, about how much the catastrophe is

STILL very much in progress, how they are 'cleaning' up then this is just 1+1=2. Money? ANYTHING to do

with it? Well, you know the answer WAKE up and see it. We don't do any Japanese food stuffs or drinks. Not

with three children to protect.

http://safetyfood.co.uk/ja-JP/

0

Good |  Badbillyshears JAN. 11, 2013 - 07:16PM JST

I think you have to take it for granted that if you live in Japan, you'll be eating food contaminated with higher

radiation levels than it used to have. Apparently, it's all "safe for consumption", but you have to wonder what

the accumulative effects of ingesting a daily dose of cesium-137 will have on young children. "Cesium-137

has a half-life of approximately 30 years. That means that, even in 60 years, 25 percent of the original

radioactivity will be present. And, once ingested, it does not stop delivering radiation to the body."

Even California has been affected by the Fukushima meltdown.

http://www.enviroreporter.com/2012/08/no-place-to-hide-fukushima-fallout-findings-widespread/all/1/

0

Good |  BadCharles M Burns JAN. 11, 2013 - 08:22PM JST

Spot check, right. See no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil....

0

Good |  Badsaitamaliving JAN. 11, 2013 - 08:27PM JST

Those people who think Fukushima was not that bad should always be reminded, that 99% of the nuclear

crap was blown out to the ocean. Japan should introduce another memorial day thanking the wind.

0

Good |  BadRick Kisa JAN. 11, 2013 - 09:44PM JST

Rice grown in Miyagi contains more than double legal limit of radioactive cesium....a ministry

spokesperson said that spot checks had, until now, given no cause for alarm.

People easily forget that the stricken nuke reactors are still spewing dangerous elements including ceasium

into the ecosystem. Therefore, and needless to say, the readings are increasing with increasing

accumulation of the substances over time . The readings may reduce when the situation changes....

1

Good |  Badbasroil JAN. 11, 2013 - 09:57PM JST

billyshearsJan. 11, 2013 - 07:16PM JST

I think you have to take it for granted that if you live in Japan, you'll be eating food contaminated with higher

radiation levels than it used to have.

It's still less than a few decades ago actually. Far better control prevents other, stronger sources of

contamination.

Apparently, it's all "safe for consumption", but you have to wonder what the accumulative effects of

ingesting a daily dose of cesium-137 will have on young children.

No need to wonder, I've already posted the WHO listing on food contamination. Results are about a death

per million extra, after eating a lifetime worth of rice at this level.

"Cesium-137 has a half-life of approximately 30 years. That means that, even in 60 years, 25 percent of the

original radioactivity will be present.

Chemically true, but entirely irrelevant since that has nothing to do with biology.

And, once ingested, it does not stop delivering radiation to the body."

Yes it does. Caesium has a biological halflife of only 70 days within a year just 2.6% of it remains (in the 60

years you claim, it's 6.6e-93 %, which means you are more likely to win the lottery a few times in a row than
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years you claim, it's 6.6e-93 %, which means you are more likely to win the lottery a few times in a row than

find a single atom)

Good |  Badzichi JAN. 11, 2013 - 10:08PM JST

These kind of problems and issues will most likely continue for decades.
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